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ABSTRACT 
 

In view of the rising concern over the quality of financial reporting by the Indian commercial 
especially after a series of commercial scams in the recent times, this study is motivated in the hunt of 
various earnings management practices of the listed Indian enterprises that have an important bearing 
on the quality of financial reporting by the Indian commercial. Presumably similar earnings management 
practices have also some part in recent commercial scams. Although it cannot be denied that earnings 
management has an important part to play on the quality of financial reporting of Indian enterprises and 
on public perception about enterprises, yet there are no substantial empirical studies in India on the 
issue. Either, there's a severe dearth of the theoretical and empirical literature on the issue in developing 
nations. The present study intends to contribute towards the literature on the earnings management 
especially the real earnings management in the Indian listed enterprises. In terms of the impact of 
macroeconomic terrain, the study examines whether there has been a change in the earnings 
management behaviour of the Indian listed enterprises during the Global Financial Crisis of 2008 vis- à- 
vis the non-crisis period. By examining the relationship between the earnings management in enterprises 
and its future performance, the study intends to understand whether earnings management signals 
future prospects of the establishment to outlanders or help directors to make private earnings by 
rehearsing opportunistic earnings management. fastening on the real earnings management- considered 
to be more value mischievous for the establishment than accrual management- the study explores the 
part of directorial capability towards confining REM in enterprises. The findings of the study might give 
significant information to investors, controllers, board of directors and other stakeholders for effective 
decision- making in commercial. 
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Introduction 

 The available literature astronomically classifies earnings management into accrual 
manipulation and real earnings manipulation. By and large, accrual manipulation as earnings 
management remains to be more considerably delved over the once two decades, while real earnings 
manipulation by corporates hasn’t been explored much. With the rising concern over the predilection of 
the management towards real earnings manipulations in the post perpetration of strengthened 
commercial governance canons practices each over the world, it has come imperative to examine the 
real earnings management of the commercial. The present study covers both the aspects of earnings 
management in the Indian listed companies by bringing into focus the various determinants of earnings 
management practices in India. The study also explores the impact of macroeconomic conditions- similar 
as impact of the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) of 2008- on the accrual management behaviour of the 
Indian listed enterprises in addition to the examination of the impact of earnings management on the 
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future performance of enterprises. The being literature suggests a mitigating part of commercial 
governance on the accrual manipulation behaviour of the commercial. Strong commercial governance 
practices are set up to be effective in reducing accrual management in enterprises. Still, strict monitoring 
by adjudicators and controllers, as a result of strong commercial governance practices, has also 
convinced directors to shift towards real earnings management. The present study explores the 
effectiveness of director capability, using an ultramodern measure of directorial capability, towards 
limiting the real earnings management in enterprises. To add up, the main ideal of the study is to explore 
and probe the earnings management practices of the Indian listed companies and examine its impact on 
their future performance.  

The Need of Financial Performance  

A financial statement is a high medium through which meaningful and pivotal financial 
information about a business reality is communicated to its stakeholders. The creditors, investors and 
various other stakeholders calculate on the information supplied through financial statements report to 
make informed opinions about their investment portfolio. Still, the legality of similar opinions would 
depend upon the delicacy and fairness with which similar information is prepared by companies. 
Considering the series of commercial scams across the world, the straits and worries of stakeholders and 
their queries about the credibility of reported financial numbers cannot be ignored. The enterprises of 
various authors over the reported earnings numbers of commercial from the arising husbandry is justified 
when that's considered against the background of a limited number of studies on earnings management 
from the commercial sector of developing countries and the frequency of wide commercial scams across 
the world similar as the Enron and WorldCom scams in developed countries similar as the US, and 
Satyam Computers fiddle of 2009 in developing countries similar as India. Public companies face 
immense pressure to meet or beat specific earnings targets that are represented either by the once 
time's earnings figure or the standard earnings set by the market analysts. However, its character in the 
market is jeopardized, causing its stock price to fall, if an establishment fails to meet these marks. The 
falling stock prices, in turn, affects the credibility of its directors and their compensation is affected 
negatively. The directors, thus, are more likely to use their discretion in counting choices or in operating 
opinions to meet similar marks in order to report economic earnings for the establishment. The account 
figures are thus subject to directorial manipulations for favourable perk impulses to its directors and/ or to 
avoid debt covenant violations to meet and/ or to beat earnings thresholds etc. The frequency of weak 
commercial governance system increases the chance of similar malpractices being espoused by the 
commercial in developing nations. Developing countries therefore need to be more conservative of 
similar account abuses by discretion of the big commercial house management. 

Earning the Basic Financial Feature of Corporates  

Earning is the nethermost line income is the most important item in a financial statement of a 
company. It symbolizes the underpinning profitable performance of an establishment. In fact, the 
valuation models in finance consider the present values of future earnings of a company to be the value 
of its stocks or equities. The value of stocks or equities determines the market value of the establishment. 
Increased earnings signify an increase in a establishment’s value and vice-versa. The investors and 
other stakeholders relate to the reported earnings figure, along with other pointers of a establishment’s 
performance, for their investment opinions. It, thus, becomes important for the management to report 
favourable earnings in the financial statements. Therefore, directorial part on how favourably the earnings 
numbers are to be reported in the financial statement of a establishment becomes all the more important. 
In other words, reported earnings are generally managed in a financial report of a establishment. Before 
moving on to earnings management, it's important to understand why earnings are so important to be 
susceptible to directorial manipulations. In the general perception of the users of financial statements, 
earnings are regarded to be the ultimate performance measure of a establishment. still, there are other 
important factors of a financial statement of a establishment similar as earnings, capital expenditures, 
cash overflows from managements, means, debts etc. that may turn out to be more applicable 
performance measures for certain enterprises in certain diligence. Various authors has identify several 
other performance pointers pertaining to the standard and poor’s Assiduity checks besides earnings. 
Despite the actuality of various indispensable index of establishment’s performance, earnings of an 
establishment are the simplest measure of a establishment’s performance in the market place. For 
different stakeholders of a establishment, earnings as a establishment’s performance are the most 
popular measure. The following section discusses the applicability of earnings as an establishment’s 
performance measure to different stakeholders of the establishment.  
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Impact of Global Financial Crises on Earning Management 

The results show that enterprises managed supplements both in the pre-GFC and during the 
GFC period. Still, there was a significant decline in accrual management during the GFC period. The 
results are robust for both income- adding accrual management and income- dwindling accrual 
management. Further, the results of difference- in- difference(DID) analysis indicate that the intensity of 
upward earnings management is further than downcast earnings management among listed non-financial 
Indian enterprises. These results indicate that earnings management is a pervasive miracle that 
compromising the quality of financial reports of the Indian commercial. The financial reports are more 
likely to display rosy earning numbers for enterprises, and therefore stakeholders need to be 
conservative of similar enterprises while investing in them. Further, the financial reports of enterprises are 
more likely to depict their real profitable worth during the period of profitable extremity than during the 
normal ages. It was set up that optional supplements have a negative impact on the two account- 
grounded performance measures (ROA and ROE) of establishment conceivably because of the fact that 
supplements tend to reverse in posterior ages. Therefore, enterprises with high optional accrual in 
current period tend to perform inadequately in the future. Still, these optional supplements were set up to 
have a positive impact on future performance of establishment when market- grounded performance 
measure(PE rate) is taken. These results are harmonious for the three estimators(OLS, FE and GMM) 
establishing a robust relationship between accrual management and establishment performance. It can 
be concluded that enterprises that engage in supplements management tend to show poor account 
performance but have better market performance in posterior ages. The below finding can be attributed 
to the fact that accrual reverses in posterior ages affecting the account measures of performances 
negatively. Still, market price is determined by several other factors including shareholders perception. 
The positive relationship between accrual management and market performance is harmonious with the 
signaling thesis, which states that directors use optional supplements to gesture private information about 
the establishment to shareholders. The results also indicate that large enterprises and enterprises that 
are financially well- out show better market performance in posterior ages.  

The Best Theory of Earning Management 

Agency theory provides a suitable explanation for earnings management in enterprises. It 
explains why agency problem arises out of the separation of power and management in a business. A 
situation of asymmetric information arises in business where director/ agent is more informed than its 
shareholders top causing conflict of interest between the two parties, directors might indulge in 
opportunistic earnings management practices to fulfil their tone- interest. Nonetheless, the literature on 
the issue suggests several approaches to alleviate the agency problem and align the interest of directors 
with that of the possessors. In view of the rising concern over the quality of financial reporting by Indian 
commercial, especially after a series of commercial scams in recent times, this study is motivated in the 
hunt of various earnings management rehearsed in the listed Indian enterprises that have an important 
bearing on the quality of financial reporting by the Indian commercial. Similar earnings management 
practices might have some bearing in recent commercial scams. Although it cannot be denied that 
earnings management has an important part to play on the quality of financial reporting of Indian 
enterprises and on public perception about enterprises, there are no substantial empirical studies in India 
on the issue. Either, there's a severe dearth of theoretical and empirical literature on the subject in 
developing nations similar as India. The study intends to add to the limited empirical literature on 
earnings management being in India by bringing into focus the various determinants of earnings 
management practices in India and its impact on firm performance. The extant literature on management 
style has examined the part of individual director’s capability on firm performance to find a positive 
association between the two. The present study relates directorial capability with earnings management 
in enterprises. The conclusive findings for each of the four objects of the study are presented in the 
following four sub-sections. 

Impact of Real Earning Management on Firm ’S Future Performance 

The literature suggests that real earnings management has a more adverse effect on 
establishment’s future performance as it involves swinging from optimal business strategies affecting the 
long- term cash overflows of the establishment. The study examines the impact of REM on future 
performance of enterprises considering the two forms of real earnings management 

• REM by overproduction of goods in a move to reduce COGS and thereby increase earnings 
numbers; and  

• REM by cutting down on optional charges that report bettered earnings.  
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 A total of the below two kinds of REM is also used to examine the overall impact of REM 
establishment’s future performance. All the three delegates of REM have a negative impact on 
establishment’s future performance. This indicates that REM, in any form, is mischievous to 
establishment’s future performance. It's also set up that cutting down on optional expenditures have a 
further adverse effect on establishment’s future performance. The reason for further adverse effect of 
cutting down on optional expenditure on establishment’s future performance can be attributed to the fact 
that these expenditures include R&D, Selling, General & executive Charges (SG&A), Advertising charges 
etc. which have direct impact on inventions by the establishment, smooth management, creation and 
boosting in deals. As similar, cutting down on these charges would lead to adverse impact on deals, 
establishment’s capability to launch innovative products etc. and thereby losing market share. Further, 
financially well- out and large enterprises show better market performance in posterior ages. A financially 
well- out establishment, as measured through Altman Z- Score provides a measure of credit strength of 
the establishment. Similar enterprises would have favourable profitability, influence, liquidity, solvency, 
and exertion rates and therefore less likely to go void in the near future. The investor’s confidence in 
similar establishment will be more and thereby commanding better price in the market. The financially 
well- out enterprises thereby would show better market performance. Also, large enterprises have larger 
pool of resources, superior negotiating powers, and husbandry of large scale, induce positive 
performance. Owing to this, investors have further confidence in large enterprises in comparison to small 
enterprises which may lead to better market performance for the large enterprises.  

Part of Director ’S Individual Capability in Limiting Real Earnings Management 

The results indicate that REM in enterprises drop with the increase in directorial capability. The 
study didn't find statistical substantiation of any association between directorial capability and REM by 
cutting down optional expenditure. It can therefore be concluded that the drop in REM, as a result of 
increased directorial capability, is on account of containing REM in overproduction by high capability 
directors. A complete director is likely to put further trouble into carrying out normal managements of the 
establishment efficiently than to engage with REM. likewise, high capability directors understand the 
negative consequences of REM that might hinder establishment’s long – run performance and their 
(director’s) character in labour market. Accordingly, they refrain from REM. The results indicate that large 
enterprises and enterprises whose accounts are checked by BIG 4 adjudicators engage further in REM. 
The reasons for it could be twofold. First, large enterprises have further compass of cutting down on 
optional expenditures as compared to small enterprises because the former would have larger sum 
apportioned for R&D conditioning, SG&A expenditures, and advertising charges. While the small 
enterprises may not have compass to cut down on the optional expenditures because the quantum 
apportioned for similar charges may be the minimal quantum needed. Secondly, large enterprises are 
more likely to mileage the services of BIG- 4 auditing enterprises as compared to the small enterprises. 
The engagement of reputed auditing enterprises (BIG- 4) is likely to constrain directors from engaging in 
accrual- grounded earnings management, who in- turn may be shifting to real earnings management.  

Conclusion 

In the wake of recent frequentness of commercial scams in India, there's a need for developing 
a proper medium to keep a check on earnings management by Indian commercial. Although earnings 
management within thevittles of GAAP isn't illegal, there exists a thin dividing line between legal earnings 
and illegal earnings management (fraud). The study covers earnings management that's legal and not a 
fraud. still, it's also inarguable that commercial in an attempt to maintain earnings at par with those 
achieved through earnings management might indulge in fraud as was in the case of Satyam Computers. 
These findings have recrimination for investors as they can make further informed investment opinions 
understanding the fact that the financial reports are prone to directorial manipulations on firm 
performance. It's also worthwhile for investors to take note of the fact that quality of financial reporting 
improves during the phase of profitable retardation, and consequently, indicate the real profitable worth of 
shares in their portfolio. The study is also significant for policymakers while preparing recovery plans for 
the frugality in extremity. The finding that enterprises engage more in income adding accrual 
management has recrimination for controllers. Controllers should be cautious of enterprises that report 
small positive earnings constantly or report exceptionally high earnings. The conditionings of similar 
enterprises need to be covered veritably nearly. Regular monitoring of establishment conditioning and 
ensuring compliance of legal and commercial governance morals of enterprises would discourage 
earnings management by enterprises. These findings have counteraccusations for long- term investors 
who are interested in the long term performance of enterprises since the impact of earnings management 
is felt on the long term performance of the establishment. The directors generally target to achieve 
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ameliorate short run earnings performance of enterprises through earnings management ignoring its 
long- term consequence on establishment’s cash inflow and/ or its performance. Therefore, long- term 
investors, especially the institutional investors who have further moxie and say in the management of 
enterprises should intermediate to impact management opinions. 
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